BIO II Checklist

Name: ________________________________  Panther ID: ______________________

Email: ________________________________

Session 1: Note-taking

Lecture and Discussion on...  Application...
[] Bloom’s Taxonomy  [] 1 full day of Cornell notes with Bloom’s
[] REAP with Bloom’s  [] 1 full day of REAP notes with Bloom’s
[] Cornell with Bloom’s

Approval: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________

Session 2: Comprehension/ Critical Thinking

Lecture and Discussion on...  Application...
[] Pace Reading  [] Pace read and Annotate Body Temp. Handout
[] Annotating texts  [] Pace read and Annotate 1 chapter of textbook
[] Graphic Organizers  [] Create a Graphic Organizer of a concept

Approval: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________

Session 3: Memory Skills

Lecture and Discussion on...  Application...
[] How memory works  [] Group discussion on memory
[] Memory types  [] 6 examples of memory skills

Approval: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________

Session 4: Test Wiseness

Lecture and Discussion on...  Application...
[] Study Guides  [] Create 2 study guides
[] Back- Up System  [] Create a schedule to study every day

Approval: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________
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